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. Find in the line joining the centres of two spheres, the point from which the greatest portion of
spherical surface is visible. The function to be a maximum is the sum of the two zones whose
altitudes are AD and ad; hence we must find an expression for the areas of these zones. Put CM = E
and cm = r, Cc = a and CP = x. The area of the zone on the sphere which has R for its radius (from
Geometry, or Art. 194) = 2ttrad = 27rR--2: rBCD = 27T (R2-1, and in the same way for the other zone,
from which we readily obtain the solution. Rf Rt + r 24. Find the altitude of the cylinder inscribed in a
sphere of radius r, so that its whole surface shall be a maximum. CHAPTER IX. TANGENTS,
NORMALS AND...
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Simply no words and phrases to spell out. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
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It in a single of my personal favorite publication. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
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